ABSTRACT This work introduces new binaural beamforming algorithms for hearing aids, with a good robustness to errors in the estimated target source propagation model. Two different binaural beamforming designs are proposed. One design is based on an adaptive null positioning scheme, and the second is based on a combination of the adaptive null positioning scheme and wider beampatterns. Simulations are performed using signals and propagation models obtained from multichannel binaural hearing aids recordings, including some in a mildly reverberant environment. Evaluations are done in terms of noise reduction and target distortion. Evaluation results illustrate the robustness of the two proposed designs to errors between the true and estimated directions of arrival for the target source, and to mismatch between the anechoic propagation models used for the beamformers designs and the reverberant propagation models used to generate the signals at the sensors or beamformer inputs. Both designs surpass the performance of standard binaural Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) and binaural Generalized-Side Lobe Canceler (GSC) beamformers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hearing aids are a well-known solution for several pathologies in the auditory system such as sensorineural hearing loss. Hearing aids are good candidates to help their users to perceive audible, intelligible and nearly natural sounds. However, they still produce limited performance under some complex acoustic scenarios [1] , [2] . Beamforming algorithms for hearing aids have been extensively researched in the literature [3] , [4] . Many of these beamforming algorithms rely on assumptions such as fairly stationary sound sources and the availability of a sophisticated target voice activity detector (VAD) [5] , [6] . However, these assumptions may not be valid in some practical situations with multiple speakers and time-varying activity patterns. The presence of background noise and/or reverberation can make the situation even
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In binaural hearing aids, i.e., with bidirectional wireless links for signal transmission between the two ears, the binaural beamformer performance can be significantly affected by a mismatch or an error between the target source propagation model assumed for beamformer design and the actual physical source propagation model. This includes errors in the estimated target direction of arrival (DOA) used in the beamformer algorithms, i.e., target DOA mismatch. This kind of mismatch is generated from imperfect DOA estimation schemes, from small head movements of the hearing aid user, and from multipath propagation. Acoustic beamforming methods which attempt to address this problem have been introduced in the literature, although not specifically for binaural hearing aids. These approaches can be divided into two categories; the first category is robust Generalized Sidelobe Canceler (GSC) algorithms, where the GSC beamformer has three components: a Fixed Beamformer (FB), a Blocking Matrix (BM), and an Adaptive Noise Canceler unit (ANC). The second category is robust beamformers that do not use the GSC architecture, i.e., without a BM and an ANC unit in the design.
Some of the robust GSC approaches have been designed by using an adaptive BM that uses coefficient-constrained adaptive filters (CCAFs) and a multiple-input canceler (MC) that uses norm-constrained adaptive filters (NCAFs) [7] , [8] . These approaches are introduced to minimize the target leakage at the output of the BM and to prevent the undesired target cancelation in case of target leakage from the BM. However, these designs are based on a detection of high-SNR periods, which requires a target VAD. A target VAD can be very difficult to design in complex environments with multiple dynamic sources, reverberation, and high levels of noise. Moreover, these approaches are more suitable for suppressing directional interferers, and their performance can significantly degrade under isotropic ambient noise. Another robust GSC beamforming approach with enhanced suppression abilities for both isotropic ambient noise and directional interferers has been proposed based on a sound-source presence probability in the BM [9] . The sound-source presence probability measures the probability of the target activity at each frequency bin in the output of the FB. However, this design also relies on a target VAD. Other approaches are based on the independent component analysis (ICA) method [10] . However, it is known that ICA methods cannot cope well with environments having dynamic moving sources and variable activity patterns, as well as overdetermined problems (more sources than sensors). In some robust GSC designs such as the design in [11] , the ANC is replaced by a crosstalk-resistant adaptive noise canceler. The crosstalkresistant adaptive noise canceler is based on two adaptation step sizes, which depend on the instantaneous SNR. However, like the target VAD problem, such an instantaneous SNR estimation can also be difficult to achieve in low SNR multitalker environments.
Beamforming designs without the BM and ANC units and robust to propagation model estimation errors have also been introduced in the literature. A steerable binaural MVDR beamformer with a target DOA estimator was proposed in [12] in order to improve the robustness of the binaural MVDR. A discriminative Support Vector Machine (SVM) was used as a binaural classifier to estimate the target DOA. The classifier is trained under acoustic scenarios of target speakers from different directions and diffuse noise only (without directional interferers). However, this will lead to degradation in the DOA estimator/ classifier performance in the presence of directional interferers.
Another attempt to enhance the robustness of the MVDR beamformer to propagation model estimation errors was introduced by applying a White Noise Gain (WNG) constraint in the MVDR design. The MVDR beamformer is sensitive to noise uncorrelated between different sensors, leading to noise amplification or WNG. By designing a WNG-constrained MVDR beamformer, reduction in the uncorrelated noise amplification is achieved, and at the same time the designed beamformer has shown a better robustness under mismatch conditions [13] . However, it is difficult to choose the value of the tunable parameters that control the WNG amplification in order to achieve an acceptable level of robustness to mismatch, as the level of propagation model mismatch does not have a direct relation with the uncorrelated noise. Several other approaches were introduced to improve the robustness of the MVDR beamformer such as the work in [14] , [15] . Alternative approaches based on the constrained least-squares beamformer [16] , [17] and the eigenvector constrained minimum power beamformer [18] , [19] were also investigated and developed to have robustness to the mismatch conditions. Another recently proposed algorithm is based on sparsely selecting the position of the sensors for each frequency bin [20] . However, this approach is not suitable for hearing aids with small size and limited number of microphones.
Overall, without using sophisticated components difficult to achieve in real-life challenging environments (such as target VAD, noise-only correlation matrix estimation, instantaneous SNR estimation, speech probability presence estimation, etc.), the methods proposed so far in the literature have not shown a capability to produce a good performance robust to target DOA mismatch for the conditions under which binaural hearing aids need to operate: small number of microphones available, wide variety of possible acoustic scenarios, and for each of those scenarios a good reduction is required both for competing talkers (directional interferers) and for diffuse-like background noise. Therefore, for binaural hearing aids there is still a need to develop a practical beamforming algorithm robust to target DOA mismatch and adaptive to the acoustic environment, which does not require information or estimates often not available in difficult acoustic scenarios. This is the main contribution of this work.
In this work, two different binaural beamformers with improved robustness to target DOA mismatch are developed. A minimal target attenuation is achieved in a zone around the estimated/assumed target DOA, and a significant attenuation of interferers and noise is achieved outside the target zone, for different target directions and for different frequencies. An estimate of the target DOA is assumed to be known in this paper, with ±10 degrees accuracy. Several approaches have been proposed in the literature in order to estimate the DOA of directional sources such as the work in [21] - [27] . However, target DOA estimation is outside the scope of this paper, and this paper does not use any target DOA estimation scheme. The proposed beamformers are also shown to be robust to another type of error in the source propagation model, which is the error or mismatch between the anechoic propagation models used for the beamformers designs and the reverberant propagation models used to generate the signals at the sensors or beamformer inputs. This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the system notations that will be used throughout this paper. Section III provides the mathematical derivation of a beamformer to be used as a baseline for comparison with the developed robust beamforming designs, and introduces the two developed beamformers robust to target DOA mismatch. Section IV provides detailed experimental evaluations of the proposed beamformers. Finally, Section V provides a conclusion.
II. SYSTEM NOTATIONS
Binaural hearing aids with two microphones at each ear, i.e., four microphones in total, are considered as shown in Fig. 1 . Binaural wireless links between the hearing aid at each ear allow bidirectional transmission of the microphone signals between the two sides. Ideal links are considered in this work (no jitter, delay, packet loss, etc.). The input noisy microphone signals in the time-frequency (T-F) domain can be written as:
where, m is the microphone index such that the input noisy signal at the Front Left (FL) microphone is y 1 (f , t), the input noisy signal at the Rear Left (RL) is y 2 (f , t), the input noisy signal at the Front Right (FR) microphone is y 3 (f , t), and the input noisy signal at the Rear Right (RR) microphone is y 4 (f , t). At the m th microphone, x in,m (f , t) and v in,m (f , t) are respectively the input target speaker component and the sum of all directional interfering speakers combined with the diffuse-like background noise component. f is the frequency index and t is the time index, i.e., frame index or sub-band downsampled rate time index. Equation (1) can be re-written as:
where,
The input target signal x(f , t) can be written in terms of a source signal s x (f , t) coming from an angle θ s . The directivity vector d(f , θ s ), which is the frequency response between the target source and each microphone, can represent the propagation model and be written as in (3):
where, the target directivity
In hearing aids, Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs) measured in an anechoic (''dry'') environment are often used as the directivity vectors, since they include the effect of the head, ears and torso in the beamformer design. The FL and FR microphones are normally used as the reference microphone on their respective side for the beamformer design. Therefore, we will refer to the target directivity vector at the reference microphone as (4) and (5) in terms of the individual input components (assuming uncorrelated sources):
The superscript H refers to ''Hermitian'', which is the complex conjugate transpose.
III. BINAURAL BEAMFORMER ALGORITHMS

A. BASELINE DESIGN
In order to design a binaural beamformer which is robust to errors in the estimated target DOA, it is required to have a good baseline beamformer that performs well under ideal conditions, i.e., for cases without errors in the target DOA estimation or in the source propagation model (HRTF). For example, errors in the source propagation model (HRTF mismatch) come from the mismatch between anechoic HRTFs used in designing the binaural beamformer and the reverberant HRTFs which generate the beamformer input signals. It should be noted that what we call reverberant HRTFs in this paper is the frequency response of what is often referred to as Binaural Room Impulse Responses (BRIRs) in the literature. For this baseline design, the Binaural Minimum Variance Distortionless response (BMVDR) with the microphone configuration in Fig. 1 is expected to lead to a good noise reduction. The BMVDR is a practical state-of-the-art algorithm [28, first alternative] . We call the BMVDR beamformer structure in Fig.1 a ''2+2'' structure, as it uses two microphones from each ear. The BMVDR design is based on a constrained minimization of the beamformer output power. In the BMVDR, the response of the beamformer in the direction of the target signal is constrained to be equal to the target signal at the reference microphone at each ear, leading to (6) and (7) . In the rest of this subsection and in the following subsection, time and frequency indices have been discarded for simplicity.
To solve the constrained minimization problems in (6) and (7), the derivation in [28] is used to get the left and right beamformer coefficients as in (8) and (9), respectively.
Unlike the BVMDR in [28] , the noisy signal correlation matrix R y is used in (8) and (9) instead of the correlation matrix for the noise-only components R v . This is to avoid the need of a sophisticated online target VAD system to estimate the second order statistics of the noise-only components, which is not available in practice for complicated acoustic environments, as previously discussed. However, the disadvantage of using the noisy correlation matrix R y is the increased sensitivity to target DOA mismatch and HRTF mismatch [29] .
The BMVDR uses only one constraint in the estimated target direction, leading to a limited control of the beampattern, which affects the beamformer robustness to target DOA mismatch. The weak robustness to target DOA mismatch for the binaural beamformer is generated from the larger microphone spacing (distance between ears), which leads to narrower beams especially for high frequency components. Fig. 2 illustrates the narrow beams (and therefore potential for target DOA mismatch sensitivity issue) in the beampattern response of a BMVDR beamformer with a target at 0 degree and 2-D diffuse noise conditions, using HRTFs measured from behind-the-ear (BTE) hearing aid units on a mannequin in an anechoic environment. The beampatterns BP(θ) are computed as in (10)- (12):
where,R n is the diffuse noise correlation matrix computed using 72 dry anechoic HRTFs with direction θ n varying from 0 degree to 355 degrees (steps of 5 degrees) [30] .w i in (11) is a vector with the beamforming coefficients,θ S is at 0 degree, and i is an index representing either the left or right side (l, r):
It is noticeable that the beampatterns start to be narrower in the direction of the target (0 degrees here) as the frequency increases. A narrow beam response means sensitivity to target DOA mismatch, leading to target attenuation in the binaural output signals and a reduction of the array gain or signal to noise ratio improvement in the case of DOA mismatch.
The Generalized-Side Lobe Canceler (GSC) proposed in [31] is also used as a baseline design for comparison. The GSC beamformer structure consists of three parts: a Fixed Beamformer (FB), a Blocking Matrix (BM), and an Adaptive Noise Canceler unit (ANC), as Fig. 3 shows. In [31] , a traditional delay-and-sum beamformer was used for the FB. In this work, we follow a similar approach, but since the signal propagation is not in free field we first ''equalize'' the signals from the different input microphones such that the target component in all the signals has the same magnitude and phase at each frequency. This is achieved by multiplying the different input microphone signals with the inverse of the acoustic transfer function ratios for the different microphones (HRTF ratios, relative transfer functions), with a ratio relative to a reference microphone and in the target direction. Adding the different equalized signals then becomes a coherent sum for the target component (a.k.a. matched filter beamforming), and subtracting two equalized signals (from two microphones) produces a resulting signal with the target component removed (blocking matrix output). Consequently, for the traditional GSC in this paper, the FB is simply the average of the equalized microphone signals, and for the BM the equalized signals from the M −1 non-reference microphones are subtracted from the reference microphone signal to produce M − 1 BM output signals.
Finally, the ANC unit uses the fixed beamformer output as a ''desired'' signal to be linearly predicted and the blocking matrix outputs as the input or reference signals for the ANC unit. The residual signal from the linear prediction becomes the GSC beamformer output, as shown in Fig. 3 . More details on the ANC unit will be provided later. The binaural GSC structure has an equivalence with the BMVDR using a single constraint, or more generally the binaural GSC has an equivalence with the Binaural Linearly Constraint Minimum Variance (BLCMV), which uses multiple constraints [32] .
B. PROPOSED ROBUST DESIGN BASED ON ADAPTIVE BLOCKING MATRIX
In this work, an approach to achieve a design that is robust to errors in the estimated target DOA is proposed. The structure of the Generalized Sidelobe Canceler (GSC) beamformer [31] in Fig. 3 is considered, but with modifications on the FB and BM blocks to make them robust to target DOA mismatch. As it was mentioned previously, the traditional GSC structure can be seen as an adaptive implementation equivalent to the BMVDR or BLCMV [32] . However, the GSC algorithm proposed in this paper for increased robustness to target DOA mismatch does not have a direct BMVDR or BLCMV equivalent, and the FB and BM output signals are no longer orthogonal in the proposed algorithm. For this reason, in this work we will refer to the proposed GSC beamformer as a modified GSC beamformer. The use of a binaural beamformer in the FB block in Fig. 3 is not robust to target DOA mismatch, since at higher frequencies it has a narrow beam in the assumed target DOA direction in the beampattern response (as in Fig. 2) , because of the large microphone distance. A simple solution to avoid this is to use a frontal microphone noisy signal instead of the FB output, as shown in Fig. 4 . A more sophisticated robust approach for the FB is presented in the next sub-section.
For the BM block, an Adaptive BM (ABM) is designed with a narrow ''notch'' in the target direction in the beampattern, using an adaptive null positioning algorithm. In the ABM, a 2+2 Binaural Linearly Constrained Minimum Variance (BLCMV) in the target cancelling mode is used. The BLCMV in the target canceling mode aims to cancel the target while preserving the noise components, i.e., directional interferers and background diffuse noise components, in order to provide a good estimate of these noise components. Assuming that the target could come from any direction within + 10 degrees of the estimated/assumed target direction, the BLCMV uses three target level preserving (''unit gain'') constraints in the half hemisphere which is opposite to the estimated target direction. Using three unit gain constraints in the opposite half-hemisphere helps to ensure that if the beamformer creates an adaptive null or notch with the remaining one degree of freedom, it will be positioned in the same half-hemisphere as the target. If no null or notch is detected within +10 degrees from the estimated target direction, a fallback design will be used, as discussed in more detail later.
As previously mentioned, the BLCMV [33] is a general case of the BMVDR described earlier, with multiple constraints instead of one constraint. Therefore, the BLCMV is based on a constrained minimization of the beamformer output power as in (13) and (14):
The constraint matrix C includes the directivity vectors (or HRTFs) of each constraint direction, such that (15) and (16):
Using the complex Lagrangian multiplier to solve the constrained optimization problems in (13) and (14), the resulting left and right binaural ABM beamformer coefficients w BM,l and w BM,r are as in (17) and (18), respectively:
R y in (4) to (18) is adaptively estimated using a moving average lowpass first order recessive filter across consecutive frames with a forgetting factor of 0.985, in each frequency bin. The adaptive estimation of R y in (17) and (18) leads to adaptive target cancellation and adaptive beampatterns, e.g., for a single directional source in the half-hemisphere of the VOLUME 7, 2019 estimated target direction an adaptive null would be produced in the beampattern.
The aim of the BM is to produce signals to serve as good estimates of the noise components, to be used as references (inputs) for the ANC unit. The proposed adaptive null positioning process needs to ensure that a null is positioned by the BM beamformer and that it is located in the direction of the target. This null positioning process relies on dynamic evaluations of the beampattern at different frequencies and time frames, to detect the presence or absence of a null at the expected/estimated target direction. In case of absence of a null near the expected/estimated target direction, the method reverts to a fallback solution, for example a design with a fixed but wide notch in the estimated target direction, or a previous version (set of coefficients) of the adaptive beamformer solution. In this section, the adaptive null positioning algorithm is presented in general; however, this algorithm should be repeated for the left and the right sides in a binaural hearing aid, to compute the left and right beamforming coefficients. The adaptive null positioning algorithm is achieved as follows:
1. Compute the beampattern at each T-F bin as in (19):
The beamforming coefficients w BM (f , t) of the BLCMV in target cancelling mode are computed as in (17) and (18). 2. Measure the depth of the null in the expected/estimated target zone BP target-zone (e.g., θ target-zone between -10 degrees to 10 degrees in case of an estimated frontal target around 0 degree). (21) 3. Compute the beamforming coefficients w ABM (f , t) of the ABM using the following method: If the detected null θ null in the expected target zone is deep enough (20 dB lower than the max. gain in the half-hemisphere of the estimated target direction), the beamformer coefficients w BM (f , t) are copied to w ABM (f , t) and saved to be used as a fallback scenario in future time frames at same frequency component. If the detected null in the expected target zone is not deep enough, then the method reverts to a fallback solution w rev (f , t):
As previously mentioned, the beamforming coefficients w ABM (f , t) are computed for the left and the right sides. The 20 dB threshold for the depth of the null in the estimated target zone was experimentally adjusted based on the resulting noise reduction (SNR gain) and target distortion (SDmag) for different acoustic scenarios.
4. If the detected null in the expected target zone is not deep enough, the method finds whether the null has been detected or not in a previous time frame for this specific frequency. If the null in the target zone has been detected previously, then the previously saved beamformer coefficients w BM (f , t − i), i > 0 are used. If the null in the target zone has not been detected in one of the previous time frames at this specific frequency components, then some ''initial condition'' coefficients are used, i.e., a fallback design w IC (f , t) with a fixed 2+2 constraint-based design (explained below) and a wide notch in the estimated target direction.
The wide notch beamforming coefficients for the initial condition design w IC (f , t) are computed as in (24):
where, C IC is a (square) constraint matrix such that
, and g is a gain vector such that θ v 1 , θ v 2 are located in the half-hemisphere opposite to the estimated target direction θ s . Specific values of θ v 1 , θ v 2 and are presented in Section IV. For this fixed design, the number of constraints is equal to the number of microphones. To compute the left beamforming initial condition coefficients w IC,l (f , t) and the right beamforming initial condition coefficients w IC,r (f , t), the left and right gains vectors are
The initial solution is only used if no null is currently detected in the estimated target zone and no beamformer in target canceling mode has previously been found (since the initialization and start of the algorithm) with a null in the estimated target zone at that frequency. Therefore, with the potential exception of frequency bins for which a null is never detected in the estimated target zone, the use of the initial solution only occurs at the early stages after the initialization and start of the algorithm.
The initial condition design is a fixed solution that depends only on the target DOA, as eq. 24 shows. Under a stationary DOA condition (as in this paper), the initial condition coefficients are computed only once, but for non-stationary DOA conditions the initial condition solution could be updated if there are frequency bins where a null is never detected in the estimated target zone.
A good noise estimation ability is expected to be achieved by the BM with an adaptive notch, as it aims to have a narrow notch in the direction of the target, i.e., the interferers and noise components should still be in the BM output. In the GSC structure of Fig. 4 , the ANC uses the front microphone noisy signal as a ''desired'' signal and the BM output as a ''reference'' input signal, in a classic linear prediction setup. If a FB is used, the output of the FB is used as the ''desired'' signal, as we will see later. The ANC is therefore an adaptive filtering system to minimize the noise and interferer components in the desired signal, using the noise and interference components in the BM output which are correlated to the desired signal. The ANC coefficients can be adaptively updated using a Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm, or using other adaptive filtering algorithms. In this paper, we consider a BM with only one output. This can theoretically limit the noise reduction achievable by the ANC unit, however if the acoustic sources are sparse in the T-F domain, a dominant interferer or noise component will normally be found at the output of the adaptive BM for each T-F bin, and good noise reduction can still be achieved overall, as will be shown in the simulation results. In this work, the LMS algorithm is used to adaptively update the ANC coefficients w ANC as in (25) and (26):
where, for the left or the right side, z is the beamformer output, z FB is the FB output, z BM is the BM output (ANC input), and µ is a step size tuned to 0.5 σ 2
is the estimated power of z BM .
C. PROPOSED ROBUST DESIGNS BASED ON WIDE BEAM AND ADAPTIVE BM
As an attempt to enhance the performance of the robust design introduced in the previous sections, a binaural beamformer with wide beampatterns is used as a FB combined with the ABM of the previous sub-section, as shown in Fig. 5 .
A binaural beamformer with wider beams is used to have a FB beamformer more robust to target DOA mismatch. This can be achieved by using more than one constraint near the estimated target direction in the design. Consequently, a 2+2 Binaural Linearly Constrained Minimum Variance (2+2 BLCMV) beamformer is used. Assuming that the target could come from any direction within +10 degrees of the estimated/assumed target direction, two non-zero target level preserving constraints in the middle of this target zone can be used as in [34] , leading to a wider beam width in the target zone. Fig. 6 shows the beampatterns for some selected frequencies of the fixed 2+2 BLCMB with two constraints at +5 and -5 degrees under 2-D diffuse noise conditions. The 2+2 BLCMV has a wider beam around the 0 degree target direction, unlike the 2+2 BMVDR beampatterns in Fig. 2 . At the same time, Fig. 6 shows that the 2+2 BLCMV attenuates some of the noise components, unlike using the raw noisy signals from the front microphone. The left and right binaural wide beam beamformer coefficients w WB,l and w WB,r are computed as in (17) and (18), respectively. In this case, the constraint matrix C includes the directivity vectors (or HRTFs) of each constraint direction around the estimated target direction, such that C = [d(θ s + ), d(θ s − )], where θ s + and θ s − are in the middle of the target zone. The left and right gain vectors g l and g r , respectively, are
Although three constraints could be used in the assumed target zone, using two constraints in the 2+2 BLCMV provides more degree of freedom for noise reduction (two degrees of freedom), i.e., potential for two adaptive nulls to provide better noise reduction.
IV. SYSTEM EVALUATION A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Two binaural BTE hearing aids worn by a KEMAR TM mannequin were used to measure anechoic HRTFs, used as directivity vectors for the beamformer designs. A different set of HRTFs (or BRIRs) were also measured in a mildly reverberant environment (T60 ≈130ms), and these HRTFs were used to generate the different signals from directional sources in our simulations. Speech signals were VOLUME 7, 2019 used for the directional sources, i.e., target and interferers. The distance between a loudspeaker source and the center of the head, which is used for the reverberant and the anechoic HRTFs measurements, was 1 m. Multichannel diffuse-like background noise was generated using the same BTE units and KEMAR mannequin, by playing babble noise recordings at eight loudspeakers on a circle with a radius of 1 m around the KEMAR mannequin. A filter bank with 48 onesided uniform bands and a down-sampling factor of 24 was used for T-F analysis and synthesis. The recordings were sampled at 24 kHz. The two sets of HRTFs, the diffuse noise recordings, and the filter bank were provided by a hearing aid manufacturer.
B. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
The evaluation of the proposed beamforming process is based on two criteria: noise reduction and target distortion. The Signal to Noise Ratio gain (SNR gain) is used to evaluate the performance of the beamforming process in terms of noise reduction. For each frequency, to compute the SNR gain, we first find the frequency dependent SNR of the input signal as: (27) where (28) where, x out ,x out is the auto-PSD of the target component at the output of a beamformer and v out ,v out is the auto-PSD of all the noise/interferers components at the output of the beamformer. Finally, the frequency dependent SNR gain is computed as in (29): SNRgain(dB) = SNR output (dB) − SNR input (dB). (29) To measure the target distortion generated from the beamforming process, for each frequency the Speech Distortion Magnitude (SDmag) is used. This measurement is computed by finding the absolute difference (in dB) between the auto-PSD of the target component at the reference microphone A ''shadow filtering'' method was used in the simulations by processing all the signal components individually with the same time-variant filter coefficients, in order to obtain the target components and the noise components in the beamformer outputs. The SNR gain and SDmag metrics can be computed for the left and the right binaural beamformers, but in this paper we present the values for the ''better ear'' side, i.e., the most important side with the better broadband (time domain) input SNR.
C. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this work, we refer to the robust design based on the ABM in Fig. 4 as the Adaptive Null modified GSC (ANGSC), and we refer to the robust design based on the combination of ABM and the wide beampattern in Fig. 5 as the Adaptive Null modified GSC with Wide Beam BLCMV (ANGSC-WBBLCMV).
First, the performances of the BMVDR and GSC benchmarks are characterized using three near-frontal target acoustic scenarios, with and without target DOA mismatch, with a target estimate DOA at 0 degree. Fig. 7 shows the three acoustic scenarios with the true target DOA at 0, 5, or 10 degrees, interferers at 90 and 225 degrees (each with the same level as the target source), and diffuse noise (level 14 dB lower than the target level).
As the target DOA mismatch increases, a significant deterioration in the performance of the benchmarks can be noticed in Fig. 8 . The SNR gain decreases as the target DOA mismatch increases from 0 degree to 10 degrees. The reduction in the SNR gain reaches more than 5 dB for some frequency components. The SDmag also significantly increases with the increase of target DOA mismatch. This increase in the SDmag is an indication of a significant target attenuation introduced from the beamforming processing. It is noticeable that even without target DOA mismatch, i.e., the acoustic scenario in Fig. 7(a) , the SDmag is not zero. This result is justified by the HRTF mismatch mentioned in Section III, i.e., mismatch between the anechoic HRTFs used in the beamformer designs and the reverberant HRTFs used in generating the target and interferer signals in the simulated acoustic scenarios. It is also noticeable that the overall performance and sensitivity to DOA mismatch of the benchmark GSC beamformer and the benchmark BMVDR beamformer in terms of SNR gain and SDmag are overall similar, with differences for some frequency components.
Further characterizations of the BMVDR and GSC benchmarks are done using three non-frontal target acoustic scenarios as in Fig. 9 . Those three acoustic scenarios have a target signal with true DOA at 45, 50, or 55 degrees, while the BMVDR and GSC benchmarks assume that the target direction is at 45 degrees. The resulting performance metrics in Fig. 10 show a reduction in the SNR gain as the target DOA mismatch increases for both the BMVDR and the GSC. This reduction reaches 4-5 dB for some frequencies. The target distortion also increases with DOA mismatch, as also shown in Fig. 10 in terms of SDmag.
For acoustic scenarios with a near fontal target, where it is assumed that the target true DOA is located within + 10 degrees of the estimated/assumed target direction, the benchmark BMVDR uses a single unity gain (reference microphone target level preserving) constraint at 0 degree as shown in Fig. 11 . The benchmark GSC also assumes the target to be at 0 degree. Instead, the wide beam beamforming BLCMV design used in the ANGSC-WBBLCMV has symmetric unity constraints at 5 and -5 degrees, in the middle of the allowed frontal target zone, as shown in Fig. 12 .
In the ANGSC and ANGSC-WBBLCMV beamforming designs, the ABM uses the BLCMV in target cancelling mode, with fallback designs. Fig. 13 shows the locations of the resulting constraints for the ABM and the fallback initial condition design when the assumed target direction is VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 14. Performance of benchmark BMVDR, benchmark GSC, proposed ANGSC design, and proposed ANGSC-WBBLCMV design, with target at 10 degrees (10 degrees DOA mismatch).
between +10 degrees. To help the BLCMV in target cancelling mode to position an adaptive null in the same halfhemisphere as the estimated target direction, three constraints of unity gain at 135, 180, and 225 degrees are used for the ABM in the half-hemisphere opposite to the estimated target direction ( Fig. 13 (a) ). For the fallback initial conditions design ( Fig. 13 (b) ), to have a wide notch in the estimated target DOA direction (0 degree here) two constraints of zero gains at + 5 degrees (in the middle of the target zone) and two constraints of unity gain around 180 degrees (opposite direction) are used.
Fig. 14 compares the performances of the two proposed beamformers robust to target DOA mismatch (ANGSC and ANGSC-WBBLCMV) with the benchmarks BMVDR and GSC. The acoustic scenario with a near frontal target at a true DOA of 10 degrees in Fig. 7 (c) is used for the evaluation, with all the beamformers assuming that the target is at DOA 0 degree. The proposed robust designs show a better overall noise reduction except for low frequencies (e.g. below 700 Hz for the ANGSC-WBBLCMV), where target DOA mismatch is not a concern (no narrow beam, e.g. Fig. 2 at 500 Hz) and the BMVDR has more adaptive nulls available for noise reduction (positioning of more nulls). The ANGSC beamforming design provided a higher SNR gain than the AGCS-WBBLCMV for frequency components between 2.2 kHz to 6.2 kHz. The ANGSC and AGCS-WBBLCMV both introduce lower target distortion and attenuation, i.e., lower SDmag, compared to the BMVDR and GSC benchmarks, as Fig. 14 shows. Compared to the ANGSC design, the AGCS-WBBLCMV provided a higher noise reduction for some frequency components, but at the cost of some increase in the target distortion over all frequency components.
To further illustrate the performance of the ABM used in the proposed ANGSC design and the proposed ANGSC-WBBLCMV design, a few beampatterns are shown in Fig. 15 under the acoustic scenario in Fig. 7 (c) with 10 degrees DOA mismatch. The first beampattern in Fig. 15 is an example where the null is deep and inside the target zone, for a subband with a center frequency of 1750 Hz. The second beampattern in Fig. 15 shows an example when the null is outside the target zone, for a subband with center frequency 1000 Hz. The third beampattern in Fig. 15 is for the fixed initial condition design with a wide notch region, for a subband with a center frequency 1000 Hz. Under this acoustic scenario, the nulls were detected inside the estimated target zone for 65.4 % of T-F bins and outside the estimated target zone for 34.4% of the T-F bins.
The proposed robust designs have been also evaluated under the acoustic scenario in Fig. 7 (b) with a lower DOA mismatch of 5 degrees. Similar to the case of 10 degrees DOA mismatch, the proposed robust designs in Fig. 16 show a better overall noise reduction and lower target distortion in comparison with the benchmark beamformers. The AGCS-WBBLCMV beamforming design provides a higher SNR gain than the AGCS for all frequency components for this scenario, while the ANGSC provides overall the lowest target distortion (SDmag) over frequencies. Fig. 17 compares the performances of the two proposed beamforming designs and the two benchmarks designs, for a case with no DOA mismatch. The acoustic scenario with a frontal target at 0 degree in Fig. 7 (a) is used, with all the beamformers assuming that the target is at DOA 0 degree. As expected, for this case with no DOA mismatch the benchmark algorithms performed well, although the proposed beamforming designs still delivered an overall performance similar to the benchmarks in terms of SNR gain, and a better overall performance in terms of SDmag. Some average values will be presented later in this section to highlight this.
The proposed robust designs have also been tested under a non-frontal acoustic scenario as in Fig. 9 (c) , with a true target DOA at 55 degrees and beamformers assuming that the target is at DOA 45 degrees. For this acoustic scenario with a target speaker near 45 degrees, the locations of the constraints of the BMVDR and the BLCMV in the ANGSC-WBBLCMV are as shown in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 , respectively. Following the same logic in designing the ABM beamformer as for the previous near frontal acoustic scenarios, the design criteria for the ABM and the fallback initial condition design used in the ANGSC and ANGSC-WBBLCMV are shown in Fig. 20 .
The resulting performance metrics in Fig. 21 illustrate the better performance of the proposed ANGCS in terms of SDmag, providing the lowest target distortion with 10 degrees target DOA mismatch. The ANGSC-WBBLCMV design also provides significant target distortion improvements over both the BMVDR and GSC benchmarks. The robust designs, i.e., ANGSC and ANGSC-WBBLCMV, both outperform the BMVDR and GSC benchmarks in terms of noise reduction, and the ANGSC-WBBLCMV provides improvements over a slightly wider frequency range.
The performance of the proposed designs as well as the benchmark designs were then evaluated for the non-frontal near 45 degrees target acoustic scenarios with a lower DOA mismatch of 5 degrees (Fig. 9(b) ), and without DOA mismatch ( Fig. 9 (a) ). For a DOA mismatch of 5 degrees (Fig. 22) , the proposed robust designs show a better overall noise reduction and a lower overall target distortion in comparison with the benchmark beamformers, with the AGCS-WBBLCMV providing a better SNR gain over a wider frequency range, and the AGCS providing the best SDmag performance. For the case with no DOA mismatch ( Fig. 23) , as expected for this case the benchmark algorithms performed well, especially the BMVDR, but the proposed AGCS-WBBLCMV still delivered an overall performance similar to the BMVDR benchmark in terms of SNR gain, and the proposed ANGSC still provided a better overall performance in terms of SDmag. Some average values are presented later to highlight this.
To analyze the single effect of HRTF mismatch in the performance of the proposed robust designs as well as in the BMVDR and GSC benchmarks, acoustic scenarios with HRTF mismatch and no target DOA mismatch are considered. These acoustic scenarios use either signals generated using anechoic HRTFs (unlike all previous cases) or signals generated using reverberant HRTFs (like all previous cases). Simulations are performed under a frontal target acoustic scenario with a target at 0 degree and interferers at 225 and 90 degrees as in Fig. 7 (a) , a non-frontal target acoustic scenario with a target at 45 degrees and interferers at 270 and 135 degrees as in Fig. 9 (a) , and a new lateral target acoustic scenario with a target at 90 degrees and interferers at 315 and 225 degrees. For all these acoustic scenarios, no target DOA mismatch is considered. All the interferers are at the same level as the target signal, and diffuse noise is added with a level 14 dB lower than the target and interferers levels. For the lateral target at 90 degrees, design criteria for the benchmark BMVDR, BLCMV in ANGSC-WBBLCMV, and ABM in ANGSC or ANGSC-WBBLCMV follow the same logic as for the previous near frontal acoustic scenario (Fig. 11 -Fig. 13 ) and non-frontal target acoustic scenario (Fig. 18 -Fig. 20) .
For the SNR gain, an average or broadband SNR gain value can be computed by replacing the auto-PSDs in (27) , (28) with time domain power measurements. An average SDmag value can also be defined as the average over frequencies of the frequency dependent SDmag in (30) . The average SNR gain and SDmag performance metrics are shown in Fig. 24 to Fig. 26 . Under ideal conditions without either target DOA mismatch or HRTF mismatch, the benchmark BMVDR and GSC outperform the proposed robust designs in terms of SDmag, as expected since this is an ideal scenario for the benchmark designs. The benchmark BMVDR also outperforms the proposed designs in terms of SNR under all tested ideal acoustic scenarios. However, under the more realistic conditions of HRTF mismatch, both proposed designs outperform the benchmark BMVDR and GSC in terms of target distortion (even though there is no DOA mismatch here). And for noise reduction under these conditions of HRTF mismatch and no DOA mismatch, the proposed ANGSC-WBBLCMV performs either similarly or better than the benchmark algorithm with the best performance (BMVDR).
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, two binaural beamformer designs robust to target DOA mismatch are introduced for binaural hearing aids. These designs are the ANGSC design, which is an adaptive blocking matrix based design, and the ANGSC-WBBLCMV designs, which is a combination of an adaptive blocking matrix based design and a wide beam-based design. The proposed robust designs have been evaluated and compared with BMVDR and GSC benchmarks. The results show that the proposed robust designs overall outperform the BMVDR and GSC benchmarks in terms of noise reduction and target distortion in the presence of target DOA mismatch of up to 10 degrees, which is a realistic figure for many real-life scenarios. The proposed beamformers also show robustness to HRTF mismatch, i.e., mismatch between the anechoic HRTFs used for the beamformer designs and the reverberant HRTFs which generate the signals at the sensors or beamformer inputs. For further development and validation of the proposed algorithms in the future, testing under environments with higher levels of reverberation as well as cases of time-varying DOA scenarios and time-varying source activity patterns will need to be considered.
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